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THE CORONA THEOREM FOR BOUNDED 
FUNCTIONS IN DIRICHLET SPACE

Young-Chae Nah

ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove that the corona theorem for the 
algebra 2f°°(D) Cl £>(D). That is, we prove that A4\D is an empty 
set where M is the maximal ideal space of the given algebra.

1. Preliminary
Let D be the unit disk in the complex plane C. As usual 

is the set of all bounded analytic functions on D. And Z)(D) is the set 

of all analytic functions such that f' is square integrable with respect 

to the usual area measure. We know that H°°(D) Q jD(D) forms a 

Banach Algebra with the norm given by ||/|| = ||/||oo +||/||d(d)where

ll/lloo = sup{|/(2；)| : zeD}

and
베음(D) = I I/'⑵I2히⑵.

The corona theorem for Ifoo(D) was originally proved by L.Carleson 

[2] in 1962. Later P.Wolff gave a nice simpler proof using Littlewood- 

Paley integrals in 1979(see, for example, [3, Chapter 8]). This theorem 

was generalized for Jf°°(Q) where Q is a finitely connected domain and 

also for various subalgebras of H°°(D). The corona problem can be
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stated as follows. Let Q be a domain in C and let X be a Banach 

algebra consisting of analytic functions on Q. Further we assume 

that A contains all constant functions. Suppose /i,/2, …,/n 三 

satisfies Maxi유》으九 LA (之)| 스 5 > 0 for all 之 € Q. (These functions are 

called the corona data). Then, can we find functions gi,g2, ••門 9n 仁 

A and a constant C depending only on S , ||/i||, ||/2|h •••?⑴7icZ ||/n|| 

such that fw + /2으2 + ... + fn9n = 1 where ||切|| < C for all i e 
{1,2, (These g$’s are called the corona solutions). It turns out 

that the corona theorem is equivalent to the fact that Q is dense in 

«A4 where 人4 is the maximal ideal space of X, that is M is the set of 

all multiplicative linear functionals on v4. Note that, by identifying 

each cu € Q with the point evaluation map : >1 — C defined by 

AcuCf) = /(⑵), we can consider Q as a subset of』VL In this argument, 

we are using the Gelfand topology on A4. The set A4 \ Q is called the 

corona. And the corona theorem says that A4 \ Q is an empty set.

2. Main Theorem
In this section, we are going to prove the corona theorem for the 

algebra H°°(D) n P(D).

Theorem. Suppose jfi, /沙 …? fn 江re functions in H°°(D)nD(D) 

such that Maxi<^<n|/i(^)| > S > 0 for all 之 € D. Then there exists 

a constant C = C(n,6) and 우1,우2, •••，우n 仁 H°°(D) n Z)(D) such that

(1) fl91 + + … + fn9n = 1

and \\gi\\ < C for all i = 1,2,

Proof. By a normal family argument, we may assume that the 

corona data /i,』2, •…) fn 三 H°°(D) A JD(D) are analytic on a neigh

bourhood of the closed unit disk D. So we can also assume that
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ILfdl < 1 for all i = 1,2, It is clear that

(2) 애⑵ = E 리)I2’ '= 三2’

are non-analytic solutions of (1). Let g$ =(/가 + YQ=1Q)i,j — bj,i)fj 

where bij satisfies dbij =(pj8q】j. Then it is easy to check that dgi = 

0 and g『i,으2, ...,g사 satisfies (1) except the norm conditions. Here we 

are using the following notations:

⑶

FM|2 = 2(|%|2 + I 日이2).

We will also use ||/L%(D)to denote fD |V/|2cL4. for a non-analytic 

function f. Let 1 < J, fc < n. As in the case of」H「°°(D) (see, for ex

ample, [3, Chapter 8]), our problem is equivalent to finding a function 

bj,k on D such that

(4) 하）라幻 — <pjd<Pk

in D where 刊,(pk are as in (2) and \\bjjk\\ = ||凶,日|。。+||bj,fc||n(D)< C 

for some constant C depending only on 6 and n. Let’s use b and g 

instead of bj,k and (fijdcpk- Then (4) becomes 

(5) db = g.

We are looking for b satisfying ||6|| < C for some constant depending 

only on 6 and n. Direct calculation shows that (as in [3, page 326])

(6) W)|2 셔

i=l
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In order to find a solution of (5) with ||이|oo < Ci(n, 5), it is enough to 

show that \g(z)\dA(z) is a Carleson measure (see [3, page 32이). Let 

Q = Qo,h = {z e D : \z\ > 1 — h and 0 — h < Arg z < 0 + h} for 

0 < h < 1. From (6), we have

I W)|gL4(2)리[ |W)|2(U⑵) (Area Q)브 

<^^-y/nh = C2(n,8)h.

Hence \g{z)\dA{z) is a Carleson measure and so, by [3, Theorem 1.1],

(7) inf{||砂II。。: = g} < AiC2(n,5)

for some absolute constant A±. Now let

H°… IL 쏴dA"

Then

(8) dH0 = g

in D (see, for example, [5, page 364]). Hence, by (6),

'(9) \dH0\2dA <

Furthermore dHo is the Beurling transform of g. And so, as in ([1], 

page 411),

[ \dHQ^dA< A2 [ \g(z)\2dA(z)

Jd Jd

for some absolute constant J》Hence, by (6), 

^\dH0\2<A2^.
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Combining this inequality with (4) ,and (9), we have

(10) ||Ho||》(d)= / IVHol2% 幻仏(",5).

For / € L2(9D), let

LfLim))%, 주 y* I* 心十⑵)—/(〒이2成자1•

Then it is well known (see [6, page 152]) that there exists an absolute 

constant such that

(11) 스 느 |v씨2"(z) < 11/IIi(aD)<A3^ |V씨2%⑵, 

where u is the Poisson integral of / e L2(리)). By (10), we see that 

|VHo(20kL4I之) is a Carleson measure and so, by [7, Theorem 1.1.2], 

\\Hq\\bmo < C스. Here BMO is the set of all functions in L2(리)) 

which have bounded mean oscillations. Hence Hq € L2 (리)). Now 

(10) and (11) implies that

(12) ||2제B(aD)드心5(",5).

We know that every solutions of (5) is of the form b(z) = Hq(z) + h(z) 

where h(z) is in the Disk algebra A(D) (see,for example, [3, page 

321]). Let H2 be the Hardy space. Let’s use BMOA(D) for the 

set of functions which are obtained from harmonic extensions of all 

functions in BMOA = BMO CiH2. Since A(D) C BM0A(D), the 

above argument implies that

inf{||Ho — i기I。。： F e BMCM(D)}
(13) _

< mffU^lloo = g} < AiC2(n,5)

by (7). Peller and Hruscev proved that there exists an unique Fq e 

BMOA(JD) satisfying

(14) \\Hq — Foil。。= inf{|" — Foil。。: F e BMCL4(D)}
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and furthermore

(15) II^oIIb(^d)< Ai||7/o|Lwd)

for some constant A4 (see [4], page 103). Hence, by (11), (12), and

(15) , we have

(16) ||Fo||p(d)=(丁 |VFo|2%) 2 <、/자 ll^o||bod) < C6(n,5).

Combining (10), and (16), we have

(17) ||Ho-Foh(D)<C7(n,5).

Finally, combining (13), (14),and (17), we have

\\H0-FQ\\<C(n,6).

Since d(Ho — Fq) = g in D, we complete the proof of our theorem. □
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